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Chapter 601 

At the same time, the surrounding environment became quiet. 

Everyone’s faces have different degrees of thinking and changes. 

Su Nan didn’t shy away, looking like he was holding a press conference, focused but 
dignified. 

“The marriage between Mr. Fu and I was so turbulent at the beginning, but it wasn’t the 
original intention. It was not the original intention to declare the ugliest aspect of a 
marriage to others, and my own face was dull, but… After discussion, we decided to do 
it back. Friends, partners, this is not something to regret.” 

No one noticed that when Su Nan answered the question, Fu Yechuan’s whole body 
was tense, his fists were on his knees, clenched tightly, his blue veins bulging. 

She took it in a few words, and also expressed her position. 

She didn’t notice that the man next to her, the arrogant arrogance in his expression 
instantly collapsed, his eyebrows lowered, and he stared at her with a sad look, his face 
tense and ugly. 

Every time he heard her say something like this, he would feel like his heart was 
suddenly evacuated, making it hard to breathe. 

She has no regrets. 

But what about him? 

He was the only one who was willing to work hard to save this failed marriage. He was 
exhausted, but he didn’t dare to give up. 

For fear that if he let go, she would go further, or even disappear completely in his life. 

Seeing this, Yang Qian thought that this was a good opportunity to help Fu Yechuan? 

She was already beautiful, and it was because of her beauty that she chose a director 
among men. Unexpectedly, she couldn’t control the man’s fascination, and was finally 
exposed by the media. For her own face, she ended in divorce. 



She coughed, attracting everyone’s attention, “Miss Su is younger, although her identity 
is different from ours. 

Don’t all lovers start with friends and partners? Although now divorced and restored to 
the original identity, it is difficult to guarantee that there will be no day of reconciliation. 

There is a saying that goes well, ten years of cultivation can cross the boat, and a 
hundred years of cultivation can sleep together. You can come together, and you have 
gone through so many things and it is not easy. Divorce because of some unsatisfactory 
things, it is a pity! As soon as the words 

fell, everyone’s faces were bright, and they looked at her in shock and surprise. 

Only Fu Yechuan had a calm expression, but his slightly raised eyebrows showed that 
he was satisfied with Yang Qian’s words. 

It seems that this woman There is still salvation. 

Liu Chengcheng glanced at her, lowered her head and said nothing. 

But Sang Yi couldn’t help it and smiled, “Then if your ex-husband comes to remarry you, 
will you agree without a word? ” In 

front of the camera, if you go back on what you have said, you will be slapped in the 
face! How 

can Yang Qian use this to persuade others to go back on it? 

, the words are too good. 

The director who cheated on her was just obsessed with her body and beauty at first, 
but then he abandoned her when he got tired of playing, and beat her repeatedly. 

She divorced and found a former gold owner, and lived a good life. It’s happier than 
anyone else. 

Why do you want to be with that greasy director again? 

Yang Qian pursed her lips and smiled a little stiffly. 

“I can’t say the same thing. We want to be happy with each other even after we are 
divorced. If he has both Girlfriend, I’m not good at breaking up people, right? “ 

Sang Yi sneered when she heard the words, don’t look away, and made no comment. 



She is a few years younger than Yang Qian, and she understands how deep the water 
is in the entertainment industry. 

When she was at her best, she found A wealthy businessman is married and intends to 
be a wealthy wife. 

As a result, the wealthy businessman went bankrupt within a few years. She could only 
resume her old business and continue to work in the entertainment industry. 
Fortunately, fans still enjoyed her old benefits and her status remained the same. 

If she could hook up with a man of Fu Yechuan’s rank, then what leaked out of his 
fingers would be enough for her to spend her whole life unscrupulously. 

⋯ 

Chapter 602 The righteous scum 

Chapter 602 The righteous scum 

thought of this, and Sang Yi’s glamorous eyes rolled on Fu Yechuan’s body and said, 

“Actually, I think marriage will restrain a lot of freedom. Together, why should you care 
about your status? 

If you love each other, you will be together forever 

if you do n’t get married. If you don’t love each other, if you get married, you will get 
divorced. 

We will meet many people in our lives, so we don’t have to stick to one person. , look 
more, there are many more wonderful scenery!” 

Yang Qian took a slow breath and looked at Fu Yechuan’s face subconsciously. 

Unsurprisingly, heh, the sharp-eyed one seems to want to hit someone! 

Fortunately, she stopped the loss in time! 

Su Nan felt that what Sang Yi said made sense, nodded heavily, and encouraged her to 
continue. 

Sang Yi smiled, seeing that everyone agreed with her words, she couldn’t help but feel 
full of confidence. 



“Sister Yang Qian and I have different opinions. We now have filming, resources, and 
connections. The most important thing is that we are rich. For rich women like us, do we 
still care about the success or failure of a marriage? 

Can we meet that person ? If you are together regardless of everything, you can enjoy 
your own life even if you don’t meet!” 

Su Nan smiled and nodded, “Miss Sang’s words make sense to me.” 

Even Leng Lin kept nodding her head. 

Yang Qian secretly smiled, what are you proud of? 

Didn’t you see Fu Yechuan’s dark and gloomy eyes? 

This Sang Yi was about to write the words “I want to be your lover” in front of Fu 
Yechuan! 

Leng Lin digested it for a while and looked at the marginalized Liu Chengcheng, “Miss 
Liu, what do you think?” 

Liu Chengcheng was stunned for a moment, and then a little embarrassed. He didn’t 
talk so freely with others, and he said a few insignificant words word by word. 

Afterwards, Xu Teng stood up excitedly, “Beautiful ladies, whether you get married or 
divorced, I hope you all can be happy.” 

Su Nan twitched the corners of his mouth, looking at Xu Teng’s actions, a little 
unbelievable. 

Yang Qian next to him touched him with a cup. 

“Thank you, Mr. Xu, if we can meet a gentle, caring and handsome man like Mr. Xu, of 
course we will be happy.” 

Sang Yi raised his eyebrows: “I agree.” 

Liu Chengcheng also added: ” I agree too.” 

Leng Lin felt that Xu Teng was a diligent, kind and sincere person, and the key point 
was that he would not resist when he was bullied by Fu Yechuan, so she felt pity for 
him: 

“I agree even more.” 

Xu Teng’s face turned red unconsciously. 



God, is he so popular? 

Could it be that the lady present doesn’t like Fu Yechuan, who is rich and rivals the 
country, but herself? 

Yang Qian and Sang Yi are both important people in the entertainment industry. If you 
can get one, do you still need to work hard for your money and connections? 

unnecessary! 

Thinking of this, he raised his eyes and looked at Yang Qian. She seemed to be more 
interested in him and always winked at him. 

Su Nan didn’t dare to think about it, but others can too! 

Suddenly, he suddenly felt valuable here. 

Confidence! 

Du Yan watched from behind the monitor. I didn’t expect these female stars to be so 
shy about the topic of their divorce. If this was broadcast, it would definitely cause an 
uproar! 

It was about to end, but Sang Yi unwillingly insisted on asking Fu Yechuan: 

“Mr. Fu, everyone has said it, what about you?” 

Fu Yechuan’s eyes flashed a hint of sternness and disgust, and then he looked up at 
her coldly, with a cold tone: 

“A man should be slashed with a thousand swords, but you are as confident as you are. 
The scum, it’s really rare to see.” In 

one sentence, the atmosphere that had ended happily was pushed to an embarrassing 
climax. 

⋯ 
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Chapter 603 There is only one room. 

Sang Yi’s face changed a bit, with a hint of apprehension in his horror. 

On the contrary, Yang Qian couldn’t help but smiled, a little proud. 



If Fu Yechuan was so easy to win, she would have won it long ago, and why would she 
intervene? 

Fortunately, she wisely changed her strategy! 

Su Nan glanced at Fu Yechuan lightly, and said in a cold voice, 

“What I asked you to talk about is your feelings about marriage, not to comment on 
other people’s feelings.” 

Fu Yechuan narrowed his eyes, turned his body and put his arms on his back, “Our 
marriage did not fail, it was just that Suspended because of my fault, if you want, I can 
prove that our marriage must be the most perfect.” 

Everyone did not expect that Fu Yechuan’s sincere speech would be in front of 
everyone. 

Su Nan got up, her expression was very cold, she looked at Fu Yechuan casually, 
“Speak big, be careful with your waist.” 

Perfect ghost? 

Her slender and beautiful back has almost reached the door. 

Suddenly I heard Fu Yechuan’s voice harsh, “I have a good waist, so I can’t dodge!” 

Su Nan’s back froze slightly, scolded secretly, and hurriedly walked away. 

Damn, sick! 

The atmosphere in the room suddenly suffocated, but in order not to embarrass the big 
boss Fu Yechuan, everyone lowered their heads and went about their own business, 
pretending they didn’t understand! 

It’s hard to record a show! 

According to the process arranged by Du Yan, they will receive the first business from 
Leng Lin’s law firm tomorrow. Although they have learned about the in advance, it is 
indeed an objective case. 

Therefore, in the evening, the entire program group was arranged to be renovated in a 
five-star hotel under the name of the Fu Group. 

Chose this hotel because of… sponsor request. 



As the only sponsor, Fu Yechuan, who made a lot of money, naturally wouldn’t let his 
investment be spent in someone else’s hotel. 

In order to do a good job of reception, the hotel has been cleared in advance. The boss 
and Chen Mian discussed it. Fu Yechuan still stayed in his exclusive presidential suite, 
and the others stayed in the VIP suite on the next floor. 

Such a standard treatment has made an exception in the history of the hotel’s reception. 

After everyone went in, in front of the camera, everyone went to the front desk to get the 
room number to check in. 

But in fact, as soon as the camera closed, a dedicated service staff immediately led you 
to your own room. 

Fu Yechuan glanced at Su Nan’s number from the corner of his eye, frowned, and 
glanced coldly at the hotel boss. 

In an instant, the boss pulled Chen Mian tremblingly, “Assistant Chen, what should I do, 
Mr. Fu doesn’t seem satisfied!” 

Chen Mian paused and turned his head, “I remember that there was a A small suite?” 

“Yes, but no one has lived on that floor except for President Fu, so…” 

Chen Mian helplessly raised her forehead and instructed in a low voice, “Let Miss Su 
live in a small suite.” 

The boss was surprised for a moment, and he did so immediately. 

The layout of the small suite is similar to that of the VIP suite, and there is nothing to 
change temporarily. 

But when the staff came to hand over the room, Su Nan was invited to the top floor 
again. 

There are also many major hotels under the name of the Su Group. She still doesn’t 
understand what this means. Isn’t she too stupid? 

As soon as he got out of the elevator, he saw Fu Yechuan standing at the door of the 
presidential suite, but he didn’t open the door to go in. 

Seeing Su Nan, the light in his black pupils flickered slightly, he walked over, took the 
luggage from the waiter’s hand for her, and looked at her with a smile, “Let’s go?” 



Su Nan didn’t move and stood there with a clear and indifferent gaze: “There’s only one 
room above, right?” 

Fu Yechuan’s smile sank slightly with the tone of alienation and alertness, and then he 
curled the corners of his lips casually. 

“Well, the presidential suite of this hotel, I would like Mr. Su to help you experience it 
and see what needs to be improved?” 

⋯ 
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Chapter 604 Knocking on the door in the middle of the night 

, Su Nan lowered his eyes slightly, walked over sideways, and stretched his arms to the 
side, a noble and lazy gesture that came with him, which made Fu Yechuan feel 
inexplicably happy. 

Su Nan, who has a temper, is really cute and cute! 

He immediately handed over the room card, and with a “di…” sound, the door opened. 

Su Nan walked in, looked around and sneered inwardly. 

This hotel owned by Fu’s can be regarded as a landmark hotel in the city. Various 
events held by the political and business circles will be chosen here. Does it still need to 
be improved? 

It would be great if we could acquire the Su Group! 

Su Nan stood inside and shook his head regretfully. 

It’s a pity… 

Fu Yechuan frowned and looked at Su Nan’s reaction with a slightly surprised 
expression: “Are you… dissatisfied?” 

He raised his hand and looked at the expensive watch, wondering if he Now you dare to 
go to a hotel in a neighboring city that specializes in receiving state guests, is it too late? 

Su Nan was slightly startled and stroked his hair, “It’s alright.” 

After speaking, she went in with her belongings outside. 



Fu Yechuan carefully observed her expression, and when she saw that she no longer 
showed a trace of dissatisfaction, he was secretly relieved. 

Usually when I lived here, I didn’t pay much attention to it, but now it seems that it is 
extremely ordinary! 

Su Nan turned around and found that Fu Yechuan was still standing at the door. 

Suddenly, her cold expression was somewhat dissatisfied. 

“Mr. Fu, do you still want to stay and rest?” 

Fu Yechuan raised his eyebrows. He had also been tired all day, and now he looked a 
little tired. He leaned against the wall lazily and looked up at her unconsciously. 

“is it okay?” 

Su Nan snorted coldly, her eyes were cold and still, “Okay.” 

He woke up for a moment, but before he had time to be proud, he heard her clearly add: 

“I’ll call those three female stars who want to sleep with you to accompany you. You?” 
The 

atmosphere turned cold for a while. 

Fu Yechuan’s face was also ugly and cold, he stared at her fiercely, she really wasn’t 
joking. 

I really want to swallow her like a belly, but I can’t bear the last step! 

Confronting her, he never won! 

All I could do was break my teeth and swallow it in my stomach. 

“Okay, you’re ruthless!” 

After speaking, he simply turned around and left, closing the door with a “bang–“. 

It represents the petty temper that he can’t tell! 

Su Nan smiled slowly from behind, hehe, fight with her? 

Turning around, she took the pajamas that she had prepared for a long time and went to 
the bathroom, took a comfortable bath, put on the mask in a leisurely manner, and then 
curled up on the sofa to look at the company’s mailbox and deal with urgent emails. 



… 

Meanwhile, the rest of the show group was busy with their own business. 

Du Yan was still discussing with the chief director about tomorrow’s case when 
someone knocked on the door. 

He went to open the door and saw Sang Yi’s delicate makeup, but appeared at the door 
wearing a lazy and sexy bathrobe, tightly wrapping his seductive body. 

Immediately, he groaned in his heart, and the light in his eyes became cold. 

He has been in the circle for so long, and there are not a few people who offer their own 
pillow seats, but he has always been untouched by the leaves, and will never touch 
these women in the circle. 

Sang Yi smiled, her charming attitude was restrained by her, but she had a pure and 
innocent aura. 

“Mr. Du, may I ask, do you know which room Mr. Fu is in?” 

She looked at him expectantly. She shook her phone, looking worried. 

“He asked me to meet, but I forgot to ask which room he was in?” How 

could she say such a stupid excuse? 

⋯ 

Chapter 605 Active Devotion 

Chapter 605: 

Du Yan’s complexion gradually improved. It turned out that he was looking for Fu 
Yechuan. 

That’s right, Fu Yechuan, the biggest boss here, should have a fatal attraction to these 
divorced female stars, right? 

Hehe… 

It seems that he thinks too much! 

Du Yan smiled, “You should ask the front desk directly?” 



Sang Yi’s face was a little stiff, it seemed that he had been there just now, but 
unfortunately he returned without success. 

“I asked, but they all kept silent and didn’t say a word about Mr. Fu’s room. I can only 
ask you. 

Mr. Du, Mr. Fu and Miss Su have no hope of getting back together. If a new team of 
CPs appears in our variety show, Wasn’t the hottest variety show of the year our 
show?” 

Sang Yi looked at Du Yan’s face cautiously, how could there be a producer who doesn’t 
want his show to be booming? 

Sure enough, Du Yan’s eyes lit up for a moment, his smile deepened, and after 
hesitating for three seconds, he said softly: 

“President Fu has a special presidential suite here, the top floor!” 

Sang Yi immediately smiled and thanked him happily. ran and nodded. 

Du Yan closed the door. 

The director at the back: “This is not good, if President Fu finds out, he will find us to 
settle the account!” 

Du Yan looked indifferent and didn’t care. 

“If she can enter Fu Yechuan’s room, I’ll screw her head off!” 

Sang Yi was afraid that she had never seen Fu Yechuan before, so it would be better to 
let her know. 

Unexpectedly, within five minutes, the door rang again. 

Du Yan and the director looked at each other. 

Yes, there is someone who is just as unwilling as Sang Yi. 

The other one is probably Yang Qian who has the sexiest figure! 

Du Yan tidied up his clothes and opened the door. He was stunned for a moment when 
he saw the person coming. 

It’s orange! 

Some surprises. 



Like Sang Yi, Liu Chengcheng was wearing sexy pajamas. She also had a bottle of red 
wine and two goblets in her hand. The purpose should not be too obvious. 

Du Yan smiled calmly, “Miss Liu is looking for me?” 

Liu Chengcheng immediately shook his head. 

Du Yan raised his hand and pointed, “President Fu is in the presidential suite, on the top 
floor!” 

Liu Chengcheng was stunned for a moment, then looked up at him gratefully, “Thank 
you, Mr. Du.” 

After speaking, she walked briskly up the elevator. 

Du Yan still closed the door and snorted. 

The director stared intently at the script in front of him, revising it. 

“I don’t have a fuel-efficient lamp. Miss Yang should be the next one?” 

According to common sense, Yang Qian should also come. 

But she hasn’t come yet. 

And her character is not willing to be second to others! 

But Du Yan waited and waited, and Yang Qian still didn’t come to inquire about Fu 
Yechuan’s room. 

Because she was in her own room and slept in the dark! 

Only she understands how hard it is to row a boat. She seems to be more tired than 
carrying a big bag. As soon as she sees the bed, she forgets everything! 

… 

in the Presidential Suite. 

Su Nan replied to a few emails and dealt with a few urgent matters, and then received a 
video call from Qin Yu. 

She picked it up without thinking. 

“Little Si, you don’t even take me when you go out to play!” 



Qin Yu angrily began to accuse, “If I hadn’t asked the third brother, I wouldn’t have 
known!” 

Su Nan rolled his eyes, “I can only believe half of my third brother’s words! I’m serious! 
Doing a career…” 

She told her about the show, and Qin Yu listened with relish, she never held back when 
it came to gossip. 

The two were having a heated discussion about whose view of divorce was justified 
when they suddenly heard someone ring the doorbell. 

Su Nan thought he heard it wrong, but after listening carefully, the doorbell rang quickly. 

After thinking about it, she put down the iPad and went over to open the door. 

“Mr. Fu, I want to personally come over to explain the misunderstanding of our 
disagreement…” 

Sang Yi was full of love and charming, she came to dedicate herself! 

⋯ 
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Chapter 606 Their pajamas 

And when Su Nan opened the door, she saw Sang Yi’s sexy black nightdress, exposing 
a large area of her shoulders and chest. 

The tight-fitting nightdress set off her figure with unevenness, and the length was 
enough to cover the roots of her thighs. The two slender thighs were so bright that they 
almost blinded Su Nan’s eyes. 

The two looked at each other, startled at each other. 

Especially Sang Yi, her face was obviously white, and her delicate makeup couldn’t hide 
her panic. 

After all, what she seduced was Su Nan’s ex-husband, and psychologically, she was 
still a little guilty when she saw the main room. 



Su Nan regained her composure in an instant, looking at the way she was wearing it, 
she knew what the purpose was. 

Her eyes looked up and down, and it was icy cold, but Sang Yi couldn’t wait to find a 
crack in the ground to get in. 

“Su…President Su, I’m sorry, I didn’t know…you were there too.” 

Su Nan pursed her lips, smiling faintly, and opened the door immediately. 

“Fu Yechuan doesn’t live in this room, this is my room, do you want to come in and 
visit?” 

Sang Yi shook his head repeatedly and stepped back. 

Of course not, she already has a feeling of being caught on the spot, and she has 
nowhere to be ashamed! 

If this changed any master, she would not be so fearful and worried. 

But the person in front of her is Su Nan, the little princess who sits on the entire Su clan, 
just by looking at Du Yan’s cautious and dog-legged attitude towards her. 

“No, no, no, no, I didn’t come here on purpose. I was worried that I would make Mr. Fu 
unhappy when recording the show…” 

She explained incoherently, for fear Su Nan didn’t believe it. 

At this moment, she was so frightened that she lost her soul! 

Su Nan frowned when she saw her explanation so laboriously, what’s the use of saying 
this? 

She is not interested. 

Are you afraid of being jealous? 

After thinking about it, she took out her mobile phone thoughtfully: “I’ll help you contact 
President Fu, you can tell him face to face.” 

“Don’t…” Sang Yi stopped excitedly. 

Flowers faded. 

“I suddenly feel… I will say the same thing tomorrow, I’m disturbing Miss Su, I wish you 
good night!” 



After speaking, Sang Yi ran into the elevator without looking back, for fear that Su Nan 
would come after him! 

For the first time in her life, she felt like a failure. 

She is bright and beautiful in front of the camera and is sought after by all kinds of 
people, but in front of Su Nan, who is aloof, she is like a female protagonist who betrays 
her body and soul. 

Cheap and ridiculous. 

Su Nan stood there for a moment and then closed the door. 

He didn’t take Sang Yi’s business to heart. 

But before he got to the sofa, the doorbell rang again. 

Could it be that Sang Yi repented and wanted to take the opportunity to contact Fu 
Yechuan again? 

Su Nan walked over unhurriedly. 

open the door. 

Liu Chengcheng’s white pajamas outline the outline of the front and back, and the 
spring color on the chest is also half-covered. The delicate light makeup deliberately 
avoids heavy makeup, and the whole person looks pure and lustful, even more than 
Sang Yi. Intrigue. 

Seeing her, Su Nan was surprised for a moment, but quickly recovered. 

“Mr. Fu…” 

She never dared to look up, wondering if it was real or fake? 

Liu Chengcheng slammed the wine glass with the wine bottle in his hand, and said 
carefully: 

“This is the wine I brewed myself, do you want to try it?” 

She was clearly full of greed, but she didn’t dare to go too far. , One inch disintegrates 
the man’s sense of distance. 

But she also gave men the chance to be presumptuous and frivolous, otherwise why 
would they wear sexy pajamas to drink? 



Not hearing Fu Yechuan’s answer, Liu Chengcheng bit her lower lip and raised her 
head cautiously. 

The moment she saw Su Nan, she was stunned for a moment, and then her face also 
turned pale. 

⋯ 
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Chapter 607 Drugs in the wine 

“Su…Miss Su, you…” Su 

Nan immediately explained: “Fu Yechuan is not in this room, this room is mine! If you 
don’t believe me, you You can come in and see!” 

Liu Chengcheng lowered his eyes, restraining his lost and nervous look. 

She tried to pull out a smile: “No…No, I…” 

She seemed to have no reason to come alone to see a man. 

And it’s Su Nan’s ex-husband! 

Embarrassment and panic suddenly made Liu Chengcheng at a loss. She clenched the 
bottle with her fingers, bit her lower lip, and the redness on her face was about to 
overflow. 

This subtle tension is unbearable! 

Su Nan looked at her, thinking that she should not be partial to Sang Yi, and said 
quickly and thoughtfully: 

“I will help you contact President Fu, you can talk to him face to face if you have 
anything! 

” Passionate and generous! 

Before she took out her phone, Liu Chengcheng took a step back in shock, “No need, 
Miss Su, I suddenly remembered that I haven’t memorized my lines yet, so I’ll go first, 
don’t bother, I wish you good night. 

” , She turned around and was about to leave, but realized what was in her hand, turned 
her head back, and handed it to Su Nan. 



“This bottle of wine is really brewed by me, a family craftsmanship, you can try it…” 

Before Su Nan could thank her, she hurried away. 

The way he runs is even more funny than Sang Yi. 

Su Nan couldn’t help but smiled and looked at the wine and two wine glasses in his 
hand. 

It seems that even if Fu Yechuan is divorced, the market is still good, and the women 
who are jumping up grab a lot. 

Wouldn’t it be even more if there was no divorce? 

Su Nan’s eyes narrowed slightly, she had no right to care how many women he had in 
the past. 

More so now? 

He went in with the wine and poured himself a glass leisurely. 

After taking a sip, the alcohol entered the lips, and the rich aroma of wine spread all at 
once. The mellow aroma seemed to be divided into several layers, and it melted on the 
tip of the tongue little by little, and it felt very good. 

Su Nan couldn’t help but be amazed. She has drunk a lot of good wine, but this wine is 
unique and refreshing. 

No wonder, Liu Chengcheng dared to come up with a bottle of wine to hook up with Fu 
Yechuan, and seemed confident, knowing that Fu Yechuan would definitely treat her 
differently because of this bottle of wine. 

Su Nan couldn’t help taking another sip… A 

voice came from the Ipad on the sofa: “Are you gone? All those women came to find Fu 
Yechuan? Tsk tsk, are they blind, why are they catching up? Dedicated to a 

scumbag ?” Su Nan was stunned for a moment, then remembered that he hadn’t turned 
off the video call just now. 

Qin Yu saw and heard everything that happened just now? 

embarrassment! 



Su Nan picked it up unnaturally, “Objectively speaking, Fu Yechuan’s attraction to them 
is like a jackal who sees a fat sheep that is about to die. Even if it’s not his own, he 
wants to take a bite.” 

Qin Yu is very interested in this analogy. Fresh, laughing hysterically, looking at her 
blushing face, can’t help but be a little surprised. 

“Have you drank the wine brought by the second woman? You are not afraid of her 
drugging in it!” In a 

word, Su Nan, who was immersed in the mellow wine, suddenly woke up! 

She was stunned for a while, and after a while, she couldn’t help but take a sip. 

“It’s not enough to take the medicine, but the stamina of this wine is really great!” 

She was a little confused now, but she was still thinking about the rest of the wine in her 
heart. 

Thinking, she must swallow the rest of the wine. 

When Su Nan poured the wine, the glass in front of her had a double shadow, but she 
still poured it into it decisively. 

“Hey, Su Xiaosi, you got drunk after a few sips, and you said you didn’t take any 
medicine?” 

Qin Yu realized that it was not good and panicked! 

But Su Nan turned a deaf ear, holding the wine glass and drinking it one by one. 

It feels so beautiful! 

Qin Yu scolded and picked up her mobile phone, “You can live so long, you should be 
thankful that you were reincarnated into the Su family, otherwise you would have been 
killed!” 

She found Fu Yechuan’s phone number and called reluctantly. past. 

Although Su Nan wanted to draw a clear line with him, at this time, only Fu Yechuan 
could hold back the group of divorced old women like hungry wolves! 

⋯ 
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Chapter 608 Taking advantage of her 

Fu Yechuan received the phone call, and he hurriedly ran out regardless of the dripping 
water on his head just after taking a shower. 

Ring the doorbell, no response. 

Knocked on the door, no response. 

Qin Yu on the phone: “Are you stupid? If she can open the door, I’ll let you go? Look for 
the spare room card!” 

Fu Yechuan was silent for a second, and for the sake of her concern for Su Nan, he 
endured it. Qin Yu’s bad temper once! 

But the next second, he took out the key card from his pocket. 

“Di-“ 

the door opened. 

The speed was so fast that even Qin Yu was a little surprised. 

How could he imagine that Fu Yechuan went downstairs in a panic to get his room card, 
or called impatiently and asked his subordinates to bring it up without appearing? 

So strange! 

Fu Yechuan opened the door and went in, and he could smell the aroma of wine 
spreading in the living room. 

He frowned, looked at Su Nan who was drunk on the sofa, walked over a few steps, 
picked her shoulders, trembling and panic in his voice: 

“Su Nan…” 

Qin Yu had already seen Fu Yechuan on the ipad , hung up the phone, and she 
commanded directly face to face. 

“It’s all your fault. She drank the wine that the woman was going to give you, and the 
wine was filled with medicine, and she fainted after drinking one bottle. She used to be 
a thousand cups without getting drunk!” 

Although her words contained Moisture means to be strong for Su Nan, but Su Nan will 
not drink a bottle and pour it out. 



Fu Yechuan’s eyebrows were extremely gloomy, cold and ugly. 

“Drug?” 

His black eyes looked coldly at the wine bottle that was lying on the side. 

Qin Yu couldn’t wait to apologise for Su Nan: 

“Tonight is amazing. Several women almost came to you naked. We Su Xiaosi 
personally received this wine. This wine was originally for you. Do you think it will be 
drugged?” 

Hmph, thinking with her toes I also know that no one will miss this good opportunity to 
prescribe medicine! 

Fu Yechuan’s breathing suddenly became heavier, and the chills in his eyebrows burst 
out! 

The savagery in his black eyes was fierce, as if he was about to kill someone. 

Qin Yu: “Hurry up and induce her vomiting now, then call the doctor to see her, and 
finally clean up those women. Hey, but you can’t take advantage of her, but I’ve been 
watching you here all the time—” 

Qin Before Yu’s warning was finished, Fu Yechuan swept towards the iPad with cold 
eyes and extended his hand without hesitation. 

hang up. 

Qin Yu looked at the blackened screen: “…” 

Damn! 

Fu Yechuan returned to his senses and sat beside her, with one arm around her 
shoulder, the other hand passed under her knee, and picked her up easily. 

The drunk Su Nan’s breath was full of mellow wine. She fell asleep unconsciously, and 
consciously found a comfortable position and angle in Fu Yechuan’s arms, put her arms 
around his neck softly, and continued to sleep. 

Fu Yechuan’s whole body froze, and he glanced at the woman in his arms with a dim 
light, his whole body was terribly soft. 

He has never hugged her like this, he missed too much during the marriage, and he is 
no longer eligible after the divorce. 



She was icy cold to everyone, a little inhumane, especially to him. 

But it turned out that she was so soft, so small, and so cute, that she didn’t dare to hold 
her too tightly. 

Her breath swept lightly on his Adam’s apple, which rolled, a little distracted. 

Now that he can hold back this moment, he feels that he must really love Su Nan! 

He took a deep breath, walked to the bathroom in a few steps, put her gently on his lap, 
and tried to wake her up: 

“Su Nan… wake up, get up and vomit… ..” 

Su Nan grunted in dissatisfaction, turned his head and went back to sleep. 

Fu Yechuan pursed his lips, coaxed softly with patience, and patted her bright and 
blushing face. 

“Wake up, spit it out and go back to sleep, darling…” 

He was really patient to the extreme! 

However, Su Nan, who was disturbed in her sleep, waved away the hand holding her 
cheek in dissatisfaction. 

Damn, so rough! 

⋯ 

Chapter 609 I will hold you 

Chapter 609 

Fu Yechuan, who will hold you in my arms, gently held down her wiggly hand and kept 
calling her name. 

“Su Nan…Dear…Baby…” 

Su Nan frowned irritably, the sound of flies kept spinning around in his head, it was 
dying! 

She just wanted to sleep! 

Even Su Xiaohu knows that disturbing other people’s sleep is a matter of thunder. 



How badly she wakes up! 

Su Nan couldn’t bear it anymore, she tried her best to lift her heavy eyelids, she really 
used up the best strength in her life! 

In a dazed state, looking at the handsome and perfect facial features, he was a little 
familiar. 

who is it? 

Fu Yechuan? 

Or Xu Teng? 

Her consciousness was chaotic, and she was very annoyed listening to his intermittent 
voice like chanting a scripture. 

She suddenly raised her hand, scratched it hard, and shut up! 

Sure enough, after that person was scratched, he shut up obediently! 

Fu Yechuan’s face was gloomy, and he looked at her with a steady gaze. He was so 
angry after drinking? 

Dare to do it? 

He couldn’t make time to touch the scar on his neck either, he only felt a burning pain. 

Forget it, endure it! 

Seeing that she didn’t intend to vomit, and there was no sign of fever, he picked her up 
again and put her on the bed in the bedroom. 

But Fu Yechuan didn’t dare to take it lightly, and immediately asked Chen Mian to come 
over and take the wine bottle and glass to test overnight. 

If he can’t get the result, he can’t rest assured. 

Let the doctor in the hotel come over and check it carefully. 

The doctor didn’t dare to deal with it, and after the serious examination, he replied to Fu 
Yechuan: 

“Miss Su should be drinking too much, there is nothing unusual, just feed her some 
honey water.” 



Fu Yechuan frowned: “I see, go out… ….” The 

doctor left, Fu Yechuan silently sat beside him and looked at Su Nan who was sleeping 
on the bed. 

She didn’t know anything about this busy schedule, and I’m afraid she’s still dreaming! 

Fu Yechuan reluctantly went to soak a warm towel to wipe her face, while muttering: 

“How dare you drink with such a small amount of alcohol? Anyone who gives you the 
wine dare to drink? I will have to find that person tomorrow to settle the account!” 

God knows him After hearing that Su Nan drank the drugged wine, she panicked to 
death! 

Su Nan turned over lazily, and the nightdress was pulled at random, revealing a white 
and tender shoulder. 

Fu Yechuan was stunned for a moment, his Adam’s apple rolled, his eyes dark and 
deep. 

The night was heavy, and the cold wind was bleak. 

The warm and fragrant nephrite in front of him is really hard to hold. 

He leaned over, his voice low and hoarse. 

“Su Nan…Baby, I want to kiss you?” 

After taking care of her all night, you can’t take any advantage of it, right? 

The president of the dignified Fu Group, when he wants to kiss a woman, is so careful 
that he can’t control himself? 

In the dimness, only one wall lamp was left, and the dim yellow light was quiet and 
warm. 

His lips were close to hers, and she didn’t notice it. 

But when he was about to touch her lips, suddenly, she opened her eyes. 

Fu Yechuan was shocked and scared to death! 

Very guilty! 



But keeping this action, Su Nan just blinked, but did not react. His eyes tried to focus on 
the face in front of him, but he failed. 

“I’m thirsty…” 

she commanded bluntly. 

Fu Yechuan got up, oh, it’s the life of the eldest lady! 

He picked up the honey water that had been prepared a long time ago and planned to 
feed her with a spoon. 

But after two mouthfuls, she thought it was not enough, so she just took a few mouthfuls 
and drank it. 

After drinking, she continued to lie down and sleep. 

Fu Yechuan: “You fell asleep so soon?” 

Su Nan muttered, “Well, fell asleep.” 

Fu Yechuan was stunned and looked at her amusingly. 

“Do you know who I am?” 

Su Nan took advantage of these few seconds of sobriety to briefly analyze that Fu 
Yechuan would not treat her so gently. 

Only Xu Teng would work so hard to serve her for money! 

Sure enough, she was right. 

“Xu Teng, I will make you popular!” 

⋯ 

Chapter 610 Bah, Fu dog 

Chapter 610 Bah, Fu Gou 

Su Nan touched the face that looked like a colossus like Fu Yechuan, which was almost 
perfect. 

She also frivolously touched a few hands and then patted the man’s face. 

Yes, this look can sell for a good price! 



When it comes to doing what it says, it will never break its promise. 

Isn’t he an actor? 

You can still hold it! 

But she didn’t notice that as soon as her words came out, the eyes of the man next to 
him suddenly darkened, his face was terribly heavy, and a strong chill shrouded his 
body. 

Fu Yechuan stared at her coldly, stretched out his hand to squeeze her chin, and 
wanted her to face him. 

The voice is extremely gentle, like the words of a devil to coax. 

“Su Nan, take a look again, who am I?” 

In his voice, there was the coldness of Ji Jiu Hantian. 

Even if he is willing to be low for her, it does not mean that he will tolerate another 
person in her world. 

He justified the loss, so he compromised, so he gave in, so he was willing to hold, coax, 
and let her. 

However, he is used to being resolute in the market, and the cold and ruthless spirit in 
his bones still prevails. 

His love will never be reconciled to watching her live and fly with others. 

If she can’t change her mind, lock her up. 

Those who can’t get her heart, but those who get her, are also good. 

Fu Yechuan is a person who is so cold and inhuman in his bones, and now he is so 
angry that he is going to go crazy out of control by a name in Su Nan’s mouth! 

If Huairou’s method is useless, he doesn’t mind using his tough methods to keep her by 
his side. 

His eyes were fixed on her face, trying to find a trace of repentance on her face. 

But that beautiful, bright and perfect face was just a light crimson, and she squinted 
lazily and comfortably and wanted to sleep. 



But because he firmly squeezed her chin, she frowned in dissatisfaction, trying to break 
free, but couldn’t. 

He wanted an answer tonight. 

Fu Yechuan’s eyes were dyed scarlet, he stared at her deeply, his voice was low and 
hoarse: 

“Speak, I’ll let you sleep.” 

Su Nan was already very dissatisfied. 

To be disturbed at such an important and sacred moment as sleep? 

She is not happy! 

She had to lift her heavy eyelids like boulders again. The person in front of her had 
double images, her facial features were blurred, and she couldn’t see at all… 

Su Nan thought hard, who else could it be if it wasn’t Xu Teng? 

No, if it was Xu Teng, even if he had ten courage, he would not dare to disturb her rest 
at this time! 

It must be that bastard Fu Yechuan! 

Her eyes suddenly brightened for a moment, and she gleamed under the light. She 
stared at the handsome face of the man for three seconds before she lowered her voice 
firmly: 

“Bah, Fu Gou!” 

Fu Yechuan’s body was looking down at her from above. It froze suddenly, and the 
pupils shrank fiercely in an instant, and it was difficult to see the extreme even with the 
expression on his face. 

The night is cold as water. 

Under the dim light, the warm atmosphere was swept away, and the window was not 
opened, but the room could not feel even the slightest warmth. 

After Su Nan finished scolding, she happily turned over and continued to sleep. 

But Fu Yechuan, who was standing there, could no longer be calm in his heart! 



His heart was beating fast, his qi and blood were surging, and the blood all over his 
body was flowing backwards! 

Oh, Fu dog? 

She did recognize who he was, but she didn’t miss any chance to insult him! 

Fu Yechuan’s eyes were cold, and his gloomy expression had an indistinguishable 
complex look, trying his best to control his emotions. 

Tell yourself: she drank too much, yes, she drank too much! 

⋯ 

 


